Vacuum Reclaim Tools
Profitable ones.. Faster, beefier, better ones that can get you new contracts.
in restaurants, locker rooms, loading docks & warehouses, drive-thru’s & strip malls
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You’ve got to love being Enviro-Friendly when it is.. affordable, durable, reliable,
big performance for- the- dollar, efficient, effective, and makes a compelling demo.
1) VacuBerm- a lay-flat suction device, which stops a flow of water from passing under it,
depending on surface, weight added, suction from vacuum, debris influx, and flow of water, you can
expect several gpm cleared with minimal vacuum. With our PEV2: 4 to 8 gpm with properly placed
SandSnakes, on a pre-swept asphalt surface, at up to 100 ft. With an SGV, go hundreds of feet !
2) PuddleSucker- Flat-faced surface dewatering tool for up to 50gpm. Fits 1½ or 2” hose.
3) SiltFilter- With beefy, plastic oil-attracted fibers you can protect a VacuBerm from being
clogged with sand, or grease. Unswept parking lots or gutter areas can make reclaiming wash
water a dirt-load problem, but the SiltFilter protects your workspeed.
4) SandSnakes- 2/3 filled with sand, these sand bags can help corral wash-water nicely !
You can guide wash water into a vacuum reclaim tool, or use them as secondary containment.
5) Gulper Wand- designed to suck sand out of railways at trolley stations, so you can rely on
workspeed when you need to remove small trash, mud, or dirt. Cigarette-butts disappear in a flash !
6) Hard-Surface Wand- beefy ABS, or aluminum wand with abuseable floor tool for water removal.
It has doubled squeegee 14” blades that are replaceable. Other versions are also available !
7) Vacuuming Surface Cleaner- 21” Stainless, 3/8”QC’s, sidekick wand, high-psi filter,
and the sweetest efficiency in this industry… only requires 200cfm to overcome 6gpm !
our new 12” version can do floors or walls
and with 100cfm overcomes 4gpm !
8) Vac Spray ‘n Scrub Wand- 12” Stainless floor tool with replaceable Scrub-Brush face,
4000psi trigger valve, ..and amazing WorkSpeed on balconies, kitchen tile, stairs, or sidewalks.
8b) Vac Spray n’ Scrub Wand- 4” wide x 24” counter-top version of the above wand,
But with 2 spray jets, and the same, beefy 4000 psi trigger valve,
and beefy scrub brush face which is replaceable. Clean walls, equipment, tables, benches, etc.
For more info

call… 800-400-2532

or visit..

www.PressureWasher.net
revised.. 4-3-12

ask for a dealer near you !

